
Timestamp Name Branch/Degree GV Panel Time duration of GV Questions asked Suggestions/Tips for Preparation

3/3/2017 15:56:04 Mf dual

Akc
Skpal
Mkd 20min

Q1 First law and second law for open system and closed 
system
Q2 Energy equation for conduction and convection
Q3 Temperature profile in convection
Q4 Utm lab and location
Q5  Stress strain curve for mild steel and many follow up 
question(grain boundary, strain hardening, nature of 
curve)

Stay calm and confident. Prepare few topics thoroughly

3/3/2017 16:01:02
Mechanical 
Engineering/ 
B.Tech

C.S. Kumar, J Paul, B. Maiti, 
M Sarangi, J Chakraborty, 
Suman Chakraborty(absent).

40-45mins

Various grades of Stainless Steel and Cast Iron. Is 
lubricant required for machining Cast Iron. Importance of 
rake angle in machining brittle and ductile materials.  Can 
convection happen in still air? Energy conversation 
theorem. Reynolds Transport Theorem. Continuity 
Equation derivation and the assumptions. Various 
measuring instruments used in the lab session in the 
tenure of 4 years and what they measure. Proving ring 
experiment.

Stay calm. It doesn't matter how well you prepare because they 
will ask you "out of the blue" questions. 2-3 days preparation is 
enough.

3/3/2017 16:26:40 ME, B.Tech

Jinu Paul, B. Maiti, JJ 
Chakraborty, M. Sarangi, CS 
Kumar(Absent), Suman 
Chak(Absent)

35-40 minutes

1. Draw the FBD of the door from which you entered and 
was asked about its working, role of hinges and few 
follow up questions
2. Draw the FBD of Cantilever beam and the FBD of the 
left side of beam(the support/wall from which it is 
attached) (Answer-FBD of support/wall  is never drawn as 
it is infinitely long and heavy)
3. Name 3-4 failure theories, explain the concept of 
Distortional Energy Theory, how material property is 
related to various theory or which theory is used for 
ductile/brittle materials.
4. Name some pressure measuring devices, which 
instrument is used for measuring pressure of inflated 
tyres.
5. Which welding method would you use for Mild Steel, 
Aluminum, Plastics.
6. Concept of Frictional Stir welding & its application.
7. Can you weld mild steel-mild steel, mild steel-
aluminum using Friction Stir?
8. Navier Stokes Equation in a parallel plate for fully 
developed flow.
9. Explain why golf ball has cavities using Boundary 
Layer Separation.
10. Derive time period for Simple Pendulum.

Prepare 2-3 subjects very well. Start preparation 4-5 days in 
advance. If you don't know the answer, directly tell them that I 
don't know, they are totally fine with it and will move to next 
question.
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3/3/2017 16:39:52 Mech/B.Tech.

SK Dash (Was not initially in 
the panel, but came in since 
two profs were absent) , S 
Paul, Goutam Chakraborty, 
Rajaram Lakkaraju, PKD 
(Absent), ARM (Absent)

15 minutes

First of all the panel was very good. Only Dash went out 
of the box a lot of times with his humor and smile trying 
to confuse again and again. They never tried to fuck up 
any of us badly. By the time my turn came, they were 
exhausted and tired of asking favorite subjects and 
questions from them only. So they asked whatever 
random things they could think of without even asking me 
once about the subjects I have prepared.

S Paul: Future plans and then a few follow up from Dash 
on that

SK Dash: Jet engines, difference b/w Jet and IC engines, 
use of propellers in airplane engines, the way they work 
and their relation with a man swimming in water, then he 
asked something which I neither understood completely 
nor answered. Even Dash himself said that he didn't 
know the answer. The question was if I coil a rod, then it 
kind of behaves as if it's a spring i.e. if you apply force on 
it from top, it'll bounce (he showed pretty nicely with his 
hands) but why doesn't it happen if it's not coiled? (I'm 
sorry if I'm not able to give a perfect picture for this 
question but I didn't get any too)

G Chak: Drew a bicycle. Asked why the front part of a 
cycle, connecting the handle to the wheel is bent? It's not 
so in a motorcycle. Even if the cycle spokes are under a 
great amount of load and they have a huge chance to 
buckle, why are they so thin?

Then Dash took over again
SK Dash: Random questions on cycle spoke? What is 
their use? Why and when do we change it? Have you 

Prepare according to the panel's strength (If the panel is disclosed 
or somehow you get to know it (Ask BTP guide if it's not 
disclosed), ours was not disclosed since Ramanujam was the 
coordinator).  I'd advise to prepare some application based subjects 
like ATF, ATF-II, DoME, DoM rather than basic subjects like 
Fluids, Thermo, Heat Transfer, Mechanics or MoS. Almost 
everyone of us planned to say these basic subjects as favorites. 
But they (especially SK Dash) were saying that you study these 
basic courses to apply them in real world problems. So they stuck 
to application based subjects after first two (perhaps) students. 
Don't panic too much. GV never goes according to your plan. Both 
you and the professors there know that this is some high level 
bakchodi going on. (One of friends in the same panel was asked 
about cooking) So try to enjoy with them. Have fun. Be polite and 
answer using your brain and general knowledge. If you don't know 
something, saying a clear "NO" is totally acceptable.  Good luck..!!!

3/3/2017 17:03:20 B.tech (Mech)

S deb (absent)
S roy (absent
SNB
samanthray
kumar ray
SK Panda 

15-20 min

SK PANDA
 - yield theory (tresca and von mises)
-  plots for above with equations
- follow up questions in between
- Transverse Rolling ( dint know what the heck was that)
- stresses in longitudinal rolling 
Kumar RAY
- asked about the content of course
- derivation for a simple mass-spring system
SNB
- internal flows
- which velocity we take while using bernoulli in non-
uniform developed flow?                    

keep your calm. Don't hesitate to ask doubts. They appreciate if u 
ask. 
PREP- 4-5 days ..... keep your concepts clear. They wont mind if 
you dont remember formulae but they mostly focus on your 
concepts.
Final funda- LOAD MAT LE.... PEACE MAAR :p

3/3/2017 17:11:34 Mechanical Engg.
Ramanujam, S Roy, Anirvan 
Das Gupta, PPB, Kingshook 
(Absent)

15 min (was the last guy 
:P)

Started with the job details and the selection procedure.
Asked me what have I studied (I said a little of all the 
topics since I wasn't confident in any of the topics).
(ADG) What is grashoff  criterion? Draw double rocker 
mechanism.
(ADG) Draw FBD and variation of friction force on a 
block when a force F is applied on it and is increased 
slowly.
(ADG) When we stop paddling a cycle, why does it stop? 
(Answer had something to do with rolling friction)
(SR) How does the fluid cool from condenser to 
evaporator? (throttling by expansion valve)
(SR) Explain working of throttle valve.
(SR) How to reduce the humidity of air? When is the dew 
point temperature higher, in rainy or summer season?
(PPB) Name 5 types of welding
(PPB) what is an encoder in a CNC Machine?

Chill and relax. The panel knows you started preparing 2 days 
before so they are friendly and start with basic questions.
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3/3/2017 17:16:47 BTech. MF
SKP, ARC, R Bhatt., Guha 
and another prof I didnt 
know

15 min approx

Mostly it was about my internship topic on which I was 
going to work in the future. Other than that, they asked 
me 2 subjects that I had prepared (I told Forming and 
materials). The questions to follow covered most of the 
basics from these topics. Guha asked certain random 
questions that you just cant prepare for.

If you are going to do something mech related in the future, 
prepare or revise that. If they ask for favourite subjects, avoid the 
topics which your panel profs know or teach. Do not say NTMP at 
all costs, they will bomb you with difficult questions.

3/3/2017 17:53:21 MF B.Tech
Abhijit guha, ARC, Rajan 
Bhattacharaya, Anandrup 
Bhattacharaya

15 mins

They ask you your two favorite subjects and ask 
questions on that. I said material science and MTM.
1.Why is worm and worm wheel called a self locking 
mechanism.
2.The self locking in lead screw and nut depends upon 
which factors.
3. Name two books of mtm and material science.
4. I was coughing a lot and then abhijit guha started 
asking random question. Why is neck the most essential 
part of body.
5. Draw fbd of nech.
6. How would you design a neck. How would you decide 
the dimensions.
7. What is the basic principle of swimming? Upon not 
being able to answer this the panel erupted in laughter 
saying itna bhi nahi aata. The correct answer was hold 
your head above water since it is very heavy.
8. Then ARC interrupted in between and shifted the focus 
to material science. What is difference between steel and 
iron.
9.Draw iron carbon diagram.
10.What is eutectic point?
11.How is eutectic point helpful in casting.
12.How is martensite formed?
13.Draw TTT diagram and show the martensite 
formation.

Prepare 2 subjects and avoid and if Abhijit Guha is in your panel, 
then god bless you.

3/3/2017 17:58:22 ME Btech Rajaram, SK DASH, G 
Chak, S Paul 15 mins

SKDASH:- Completely random:- When to cover the 
cooking pan and when to not? 
How do you cook chicken ? explain the thermodynamics 
that might take place there?
GChak:- Conceptual ques based on deflection of beams
S Paul:- External combustion engines give examples
Rajaram :- Impulse turbines, Reaction turbines

I could answer only fewques. Prepare according to panel but 
hardly anything will help if profs decide to screw you up. So, Just 
sit back and enjoy !!!

3/3/2017 18:07:32 Mechanical 
Engineering Prof. SNB, K Roy, AKS 30 min

Thermal and hydrodynamic BL, Manufacturing(How u will 
make hollow cylinder out of scratch metal),  Practical use 
of radiation, What is frictional force on a pure rolling 
wheel etc

Be confident, Mostly they ask conceptual question, You should not 
expect any lengthy numerical question in viva. Question may be 
more focus toward practical application other than only theoretical  
one.
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3/3/2017 18:40:32 MF B.Tech

R Bhattacharya,  A 
Bhattacharya, A R 
Choudhary, S K Panda, A 
Guha

10 min.

Q- A Bhattacharya: Future plan?
Q- R Bhattacharya:  Since you are good at problem 
solving, draw the anatomy of a human body and design 
the neck (-_-)
Random comments on my drawing skills. Asked to 
redraw over 5 times.
Q- A Bhattacharya: What is the weight of a human head? 
(Ans-4.5kg)
Q- R Bhattacharya:  Avg human being weighs 70 Kg. 
Where have you seen this written? (Ans-elevator)
Q- R Bhattacharya:  How do you manufacture a plastic 
bottle? How do you know? How is uniform thickness 
maintained?
Q- R Bhattacharya:  How much force can you apply using 
only the tip of your thumb? (50-70N)
Q- R Bhattacharya:  Do you want good marks?
Q- A Bhattacharya: Why did you choose a consulting 
job?
Q- R Bhattacharya:  Do you think our institute needs help 
from a consulting firm? followed by random grilling on 
how incapable they think consultants are.

You cannot prepare for this.! 

3/3/2017 18:43:25 MF/ B.Tech Abhijit Guha, Ashimava roy 
Chowdhary, SK Panda,... 15 min

1. Guha : What subjects have you prepared for?
    Me : MTM, systems & Controls
    S.K Panda : It's not necessary that we'll ask questions 
from these subjects only.
2. S.K Panda : In a rolling mill why the diameter of the 
roller on the top is smaller than that of the lower one ?
3. S.K Panda : What are the necessary conditions for 
rolling in a rolling mill which has input a metal sheet of 
some thickness ?
4. S.K Panda : What is the significance of clearance and 
rake angle ? And what will happen if the rake angle is 
very large ?
    Guha : From where have you read MTM ?
    Me : Notes, sir ! 
    Guha : What !! You haven't even read the books !
5. S.K Panda : Draw the shear stress and mohr's circle 
diagram for a thin pipe on which torsion is applied.
6. A.Guha : Pointing towards the bottle, Tell me how this 
bottle is manufactured .

Don't get too stressed just before viva. This will only decrease your 
ability to think in the correct way in the panel. Try to get the basics 
of each of the subjects.

3/3/2017 20:28:47 Mechanical 
Engineering

SK Panda, SN 
Bhattacharya, Kumar ray 12 min

1)What is IC Engine and give an example of external 
combustion engine.
2)Difference between 4-stroke and 2 stroke
3)What is camshaft
4)If crankshaft rotates at 3000rpm, then what is the speed 
of camshaft
5)Different types of metal forming
6)Wrinkling in Deep drawing, is it caused by tensile or 
compressive stress?
7)Grubler's criteria,Grasshof  criteria.

Prepare your 2 favourite topics. Enjoy your GV
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3/3/2017 20:36:06 Mech. B.Tech.
Ghosh Moulic, MC Ray, DK 
Pratihar, Atul Jain, Ajay 
Sidpara 

20-25 min

Favorite Subj.: I said CFW.
DKP:            1. Diff. b/w blanking and punching.
             2. Mode of failure in punching. Force required.
             3. What is weldability? Which has higher 
weldability: Cast Iron or Mild Steel? Why?
                I gave some fundae regarding melting point 
and viscosity. Then Ghosh Moulic took over.
SGM:           4. Have you heard about Marangoni effect?
                I said I have heard the term but do not 
remember. So he gave hint that surface tension is a 
function of temperature.
           5. Fourier's law of conduction?
                I wrote in 1-D form, he then asked for 3-D form 
of the equation.
           6. Why -ve sign is used, if we can replace -k with 
another const. c?
A.Jain:           7. Have you seen the railway tracks? Why 
they are I-shaped?
                I told him that for an I-section, the moment of 
area will be more as more area is concentrated at the 
edges.
                He said I am wrong and told to write the 
bending stress equation. Asked the meaning of every 
term, and then repeated the original question.
           8. Name some theories of failure.
           9. Name a theory of failure that you will use for 
ductile materials.
                I said von-mises
          10. Give the significance of von-mises criterion.
                I said about distortion energy.
          11. What is distortion energy?
          12. Why von-mises can't be used for brittle 
materials?

This panel was the most peaceful as far as I know. I prepared for 
4-5 days from gate book but not more than 1-2 questions were 
asked from it. Try to prepare according to your panel and choose 
two subjects and prepare them well.

3/3/2017 21:09:42
Mechanical 
Engineering 
B.Tech.

S. Ramanujam, Subhranshu 
Roy, Anirban Dasgupta, P. 
P. Bandopadhyay

25 mins

1. Tool Wear
2. K,P,M types of tools
3. Curved beams (MOS)
4. Condensers and Cooling Towers in Powerplant
5. Laminar Flow in pipe, pressure drop

Revise, know basic concepts and hope for the best, but finally your 
fate depends on the moods of professors. 

3/3/2017 22:15:11 ME Ramanujam, ADG, PPB, S 
Roy 20 min

Stresses on a beam under pure torsion, Its Mohr circle,
PPB: which metals can be casted? which cannot? e.g. 
Sodium why not? (bcoz it will react in open air) Then how 
to cast? (in vacuum chamber)
Ramanujam: Draw Rankine cycle. with Superheater. 
Diffference between both in terms of turbine exhaust.
IF engine of running car is switched off after some time it 
will come to hault. Why? which forces act? (Air 
resistance & drag, rolling friction) why cars are shaped 
streamlined? 

3/3/2017 22:37:33

3/3/2017 22:41:51 ME
S.K. Panda,
K. Ray,
S. N. Bhattachrya

20 min

SNB's q's
1) Navier stokes in cylindrical form
2)Random trivia questions on atmosphere temperatures
Panda's
1)Criterion for rolling to occur
2)Neutral plane for rolling
3)Casting related questions (like how to cast tubes etc)
K.Ray's
1)Find acceleration of body on rotating disc (2~3 q's with 
different parameters)

If you're choosing fluid mechanics as your favorite subject then 
learn the cylindrical and spherical forms of grad and laplacian. 
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3/3/2017 23:40:43 Mech. BTech SK dash, S paul, G chak, 
Rajaram 15 mins

future plans ? company? ctc?
how is rotational speed transmitted from engine to wheel?
have you visited a hydro electric plant?
why haven't you visited viswesaraya museum in 
bangalore?you only use your father's money to buy 
mobile phones.(seriousely?)
why the sky does not look bright during rainy season? (I 
answered due to clouds [LOL])
what is cloud made up of?
if you go above the clouds will the sky again look bright?
what if you go 400 kms above the clouds? what will be 
the colour of the sky? why?
is the chain of the bicycle a mechanism?draw a bicycle 
chain.why we use lubricant there? do we use oil or 
anything else?
Do machine tools require lubrication?why? why you said 
wear-and-tear and not tear-and-wear?(LOL again)
what are the types of wear of a machine tool?
in industry do they really bother about tool wear?(no they 
only bother about quality of product) 
draw a cluster gear. how they are machined?

prepare 2-3 subjects thoroughly. don't put too much stress upon 
yourself. Enjoy the process. SMILE. don't hesitate to admit you 
have forgotten something or you don't know something.

3/3/2017 23:57:57 MF Dual SK Pal, MKD and 2 other 
Prof's 5-10 min

1)pressure graph vs displacement in extrusion(don't  
remember the exact question)
2)how rupee coin's are manufactured
3)young's modulus of mild steel
4)property difference between mild steel and high carbon 
steel
4)how piston in 2 wheelers are manufactured
5)faraday laws(how many and what are they)
6)why electrolyte which is insulating is used in edm
7)why electrolyte is not used in ecm
8)difference between screw and bolt
9)why the bottom part of screw is made sharp
10)how screw are mass produced in industries as lathe is 
less efficient
11)which of the following has hcp crystal structure(fe cu 
al ti)

All the questions were asked by SK Pal and only from NTMP and 
Forming.They don't ask you to choose your favourite subject.Even 
though you don't know the answer try to explain them what your 
thinking. And most imp Be confident like you are prepared even if 
you weren't.

3/3/2017 23:58:15 MF-B.Tech.

From my left to right, facing 
them:
C D Kalelkar
V Racherla
R N Maiti
A K Nath(Chairman)
M Ramagopal

~30 minutes

In the order in which the questions were asked.
Racherla : What courses have you prepared for? 
(Fluid/Thermal, DOME, MOS, NTMP)
Ramagopal : Fluid Flow in a long horizontal pipe - how to 
calculate pressure drop? Bernoulli Equation proof and 
assumptions
Racherla : Endurance Limit - which stress is used? What 
are the various factors multiplied with the endurance limit 
while designing for fatigue? Why are these factors 
included - notch sensitivity,  reliability factor? Endurance 
Limit - what is it if we don't know the value, given UTS 
and Yield Strength. 
R N Maiti : Shear Force and Mending Moment diagram of 
a loaded shaft
A K Nath : *Showing a water bottle on table* How will you 
manufacture it? How to drill holes in a glass sheet? USM 
material removal mechanism, setup? Why does the glass 
not crack due to indentation of grits on the brittle 
material? What is the frequency range of operation of 
USM setup?
Kalelkar : Let the poor kid live!

Prep hardly helps, however should know the most basic of stuff. 
The question "what have you prepared?" is a formality. 1-nighter 
should do too. Questions could be random as fuck(from the 
experiences of others). All the best for some pain in the ass!
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3/4/2017 0:06:17
Mechanical 
Engineering/B.Tec
h

Soumitra Paul, S K Dash, 
Goutam Chakraborty, 
Rajaram Lakkaraju

20 minutes

Upon entry, I was asked if I'd be holding a job in India or 
going abroad.
Then, mention any three application related subjects from 
each of the three specialisations.  I mentioned Design, 
Thermofluids, and MTM.
GC -
Q1: How to design a shaft subjected to fatigue loading?
Dash -
Q2: What is dew point? Show it on a T-s diagram.
Q3: Mark an isenthalpic process on the T-s plane. How 
do you know it'll be like the way you've drawn it?
S Paul -
Q4: What is the function of a spindle in a lathe machine?
Q5: Are spindle shafts solid or hollow? Why?
Q6: Are spindle shafts subjected to alternating loads?
Lakkaraju -
Q7: What is a thermostatic expansion valve?
Before exit, Dash - Why does a pressure cooker whistle? 
Is the process within isobaric of isochoric?
Rest assured that to most of your answers, you'll be 
greeted with a smile or a chuckle from the professors, 
which can mean it's incorrect, correct or anything under 
the sun. Besides that, multiple instances of "Are you 
sure? Won't this be this, won't this be that?" etc being 
asked is not infrequent.

If you're regular to classes, and you take decent notes, your notes 
are good enough. Going through the class notes for each of the 
main subjects - DoME, DoM, KoM, MoS, Heat Transfer, Fluid 
Mechanics, MTM and ATF (I and II) shall be more than sufficient. 
No hectic mugging, just a chilled out reading of the material  and 
noting the crux points shall suffice. Profs usually laugh, and 
question quite jovially in GVs, so no load in that aspect.

3/4/2017 2:44:36 mf dual
2 prof.a.k. nath 
,prof.maity,prof.c.d.kalelkar,
prof.v.rachella

15min

1.work of riser and riser design?
2.how solidification takes place in casting?
3.life of ball bearing's equation?Types of 
bearings?Diagram of ball bearings?
4.bending moment in ss beam?
5.laser quality and its parameters ?

prepare any two topics very well and know the basics of other 
topics.Questions are asked according to the prof. in the panel. 

3/6/2017 10:51:54 Mech (B. Tech)

A K Samantaray (Absent)
K Ray
SN Bhattacharyya
S Ramanujam (Present but 
Not in Panel)
S K Panda (Present but Not 
in Panel)

30 min

K Ray:
* Difference between Kinematics and Kinetics?
* DOF of few Systems
* Name one Straight line Mechanism.
* Grashof's 4R Mechanism 
* Reason of more than one cylinder in SI Engines
* Mechanism of EDM
SNB:
* Difference between 2-stroke and 4-stroke Engine? 
(Keep telling by the time he doesn't stop you)
* Why 2-Stroke engines phase out? (Shortcomings of 2-
stroke)
Ramanujam:
* Difference in 2-stroke and 4-stroke in terms of RPM ? 
(Which one is having higher RPM and Why)
S K Panda:
* Pressurized vessel stresses (circumferential  and along 
length)
* Force vs Displacement  graph of forward and backward 
Extrusion
* How gears can be manufactured ?
* Define Strain Hardening.
* Compare gears manufactured from milling, casting and 
forging. (Material and surface Properties)

Was asked about Strong subjects and electives I took in Dep. (IC 
Engine & KOM)
Prepare properly for 2 or 3 subjects in different fields and go 
through the basics of others.
Be Interactive and enjoy. 
Presence of K Ray in GV Panel is the best thing that can happen. 
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3/7/2017 21:12:32 13ME10043

"S deb (absent)
S roy (absent)
SNB
samanthray (temporarily 
absent)
kumar ray
SK Panda (temporarily 
absent)

25-30 min

Luckily they asked me what are the subjects you have 
prepared. K Ray was happy after listening that I prepared 
Dynamics of Machines.
K ray - What is Degree of freedom ?
K ray - He gave me that question where we have to 
simulate the motion of car where the wheels are spring 
and the body have 2 DOF. I had to solve it to find out the 
natural frequencies.
K ray - what is second law of thermodynamics and 
explain how you interpret it in Clausius Clapeyron 
equation.
K ray - what is first, zeroth and third law of 
thermodynamics.  
K ray - Explain refrigeration cycle and how would you use 
it to illustrate second law of thermodynamics.
SNB - Suppose room temp is 47 degree Celsius and you 
want to check your body temp. You have a thermometer 
which shows 47 on the scale. How will you cool it ?
K ray - what is DBT  and WBT ?
K ray - How are plastic bottles manufactured?
K ray - Explain EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining)

Everything depends on the panel.
Prepare according to it and there is no need to spend more than 2-
3 days preparing for it.
Sleep well, Dress neatly, Don't forget to take a pen, Keep a smiling 
face and there may be instances where professors will crack jokes 
and laugh with you so don't worry it will be fine.

3/8/2017 15:00:02 Mechanical 
B.Tech.

B.Maiti, Mihir Sarangi, Jinu 
Paul, Jivan Jyoti 20-25 mins

1. Maximum stress in a butt-double V welded joint and 
what kind of stress cause failure, normal or shear and 
why?
2. What is the polarity of workpiece and electrodes in 
different cases and why is it so? 
3. What are the purposes of using inert gases as 
shielding gas?
4. Deflection of a beam by its own weight.
5. Relation between Euler and Bernoulli's equation and 
the assumptions of Bernoulli's equation.
6. Under what condition bernoulli's equation can be 
applied at any two two points in the fluid flow.

 Be confident on whatever little you have prepared. At least 
prepare 2 subjects thoroughly, and when given opportunity to 
chose one subject chose the one of your expertise. If you have 
taken Job in core sector then it might help you a lot. In my case 
they asked me about the strong part for which the company gave 
me the Job, and i said, Welding. And that gave me a lot of 
advantages. 

3/17/2017 11:46:05 MF Dual AKC, SK Pal, MKD and 
other 2 5-7 min.

1st law of thermo. and its validity, open and closed 
system, Beam fixed at two ends and fixed at one end 
draw FBD and equilibrium eq. and how to find all 
unknowns, Mechanism behind production of arc in arc 
welding, can you make off centering hole in lathe with 3 
jaw chuck.  

Be calm and cool. If you don't know something then directly say 
that. Don't try to fabricate  the answer. If you prepared well in one 
particular subject then don't say that to AKC otherwise that would 
be your doomsday.
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